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ABOUT CORE WELLNESS 
Core Wellness is a dynamic training group offering evidence-based, practical workshops via 
live/webinar and recorded webinar delivery. Our passionate and knowledgeable trainers bring 
engaging and inspiring CE trainings that stimulate the heart and mind for client care and 
effective clinical skills.    

Core Wellness LLC is authorized by the Board of Social Work Examiners in MARYLAND to sponsor social work CE programs (for 
LMSW, LCSW, LCSW-Cs) and maintains full responsibility for all content. The trainings qualify for Category 1 continuing education 
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ABOUT THE PRESENTER 
Dr. Joseph Tropper, PsyD, MS, LCPC holds a Doctorate in Psychology, a Master’s in mental health 
counseling and is a highly sought-after trauma therapist, trainer & business consultant. As a Certified 
EMDR Therapist and Certified Clinical Trauma Professional (IATP) Joseph brings the art ad skills 
of trauma counseling and client motivation to life in his unique upbeat, hands-on approach that will 
engage, inspire and empower you as a therapist. Joseph is a full-time clinical supervisor and director 
and sees clients part time.  



About the Presenter

Dr. Joseph Tropper, PsyD, MS, LCPC, CCTP
• Doctorate in Psychology

• Master’s degree in mental health counseling

• LCPC Clinician and Supervisor

• Director of Operations of RCC and Core Wellness

• Sought-after trauma therapist and trainer

• Certified EMDR Therapist (EMDRIA)

• Certified Clinical Trauma Professional (IATP)

• Certified Hypnotherapist and Professional Coach

• Training in Somatic Experiencing, Sensorimotor Psychotherapy

• Training in Gottman, EFT, Imago and IFS modalities



Part 1: Couples Intro, Courage and IFS Review

Part 2: IFS Applications; QA

Healthy Parent Advantage



vRecall the theoretical model of 
Internal Family Systems modality

vApply at least 5 IFS informed 
couples skills

vImplement 3 IFS informed 
techniques to help foster client 
self-awareness and pro-
relationship skills. 



Part 1: Couples Intro, Courage and IFS Review

IFS Couples



Working with Couples: Challenges



1. Lack of training/model



2 -Referee Game



3. Can’t make both happy (contrast to the usual therapy blame/victim model)



4. Couple 
Blindspots



5 – Fix It Model



IFS Primer





What Are You?

You  = 

Undamage self, plus parts (& exiles)



Milkshake vs. Fruit Salad Model





4 Goals of IFS:

1. Liberate parts from roles they’ve been forced into so they
can instead be who they’re designed to be
2. Restore trust in the Self and Self-leadership
3. Reharmonize the inner system
4. Become more Self-led in your interactions with others and the world





Self- seat of consciousness
Inborn compassion, 
awareness and wisdom



Non-pathologizing



IFS is not about 
multiple personality



Parts:

Who ARE: rejected for what they are and live in a state of exile
Who DO: proactive and reactive protectors



Exiles: Parts that are shamed, dismissed, abused or neglected in childhood, 
subsequently banished by  protectors, not to overwhelm the system with emotional pain,
large amount of internal energy exerted to keep exiles out of awareness.

Most common:

“I’m a failure”
“I’m unlovable”



Managers = Proactive protectors, 
usually inhibition, socially acceptable

Firefighters = Reactive protectors, usually rebellion,     
socially challenging



Delving into our layers



Self-Exercise

Notice parts
Feelings
Emotions
Pulls/Pushes
Wants
Impediments





Projection in relationships is most 
dominant:

Person A criticizes Person B for displaying 
an attribute that is actually characteristic
Of another part of Person A – an exile or 
protector – that is being disowned. 

Partners usually deny until they complete 
U-turn exercises for this experientially





Managers = Proactive protectors, usually inhibition

self-criticism, warnings, threats, bleakness, denial, disassociation



Firefighters = Reactive protectors, usually rebellion

Substance abuse, eating, pornography, promiscuity, high-risk behavior, high
Engagement behavior with strong distraction. 







Hiroo Onoda
(1922 - 2014)



Why Parts Work For Couples?





Relationships work when people have “compatible pathologies”

Dr. David Fox, PsyD



Parallel Process:

When people learn to appreciate and have compassion for their parts, 
even parts they considered enemies, 
they can have compassion for others as well. 

-Dick Schwartz



Courageous love brings unconditional acceptance of one’s own and 
the partners parts without needing to repeatedly re-enact the parent/redeemer/
Ego booster/protectors futile fights

Our culture is used to demanding and expecting that we should get what we
need from our partner.

This dramatic approach puts you as the leader of your own needs and your own
Fulfillment. 



Hopeless:

Part-to-part combat

You must notice what’s happening in your body, 
thoughts and feelings when interacting with partner

The goal of relationships is: Self-to-self relating



Beginning of work with couples, often have to stop the battle.

“But I was just trying to make a point”

2 issues present:

1) Most people, when triggered, have no idea how they are coming across.
2) They are not in self and are allowing their usual conflict handlers to rule.



Terry Real (2002) describes the whoosh:

“A visceral wave, conditioned reflex that washes over instantaneously.
For some it’s fear, shame, anger.”



Parts work allows clients to balance the 

I of the storm

To protect them from part attacks

To become a part-detector

Transform from tormentor to mentor. 



Process: When it’s clear that transforming one partners part will produce
a big change, we ask to start with that one.





When you become the primary emotional caretaker of your own parts,
This frees your intimate partner from this expected responsibility.

Those partners are then free to be the secondary caregiver which is a
Much more enjoyable and feasible role.

Most of us have this reversed. 

-Dr. Dick Schwartz

Schwartz, R. C. (2021). No Bad Parts. Sounds True. Boulder , CO.





Shaming by couples –
Toni Herbine Blank





Part 2: IFS Applications; QA

IFS Couples



Framework

Step-by-step Process

Toni Gerbine-Blank, MSN, RN

Donna Kerpelman

Marth Sweezy, PhD

1

2

3



Bowlby defined Internal working models 
Maps you create as a child on what to expect from
Caretaker and world

Personal Burdens and Legacy Burdens 



“I never met a man I didn’t like.”
-Will Rogers

“It works the same way with parts. I never met a part I didn’t like.”
-Dick Schwartz



If we could read the secret history of our enemies, we should find 
in each man’s life sorrow and suffering enough to disarm all hostility.
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow



To understand is to forgive…



With IFS, we retrieve and unburden the child, without having to know if the 
memory is accurate, and that is the healing effect.
-Dick Schwartz



3 Phases

Phase 1: Beginning
Meet couples and assess their differentiation
Learn fears
Learn hopes, goals
Offer possibilities



3 Phases

Phase 2: Flow and Eddies of Middle
Teach new communication skills to unblend and regulate
Get permission to be their parts detector
Track how they fight and they are vulnerable (needs, shame each 
Other and protectors shame self)
Walk them thru new communication and self-led outlook
Get them in bodies and deepen their work
Promote and reinforce relational unburdening
Do individual work: unblending, shame, partner as witness, needs, skills
That allow needs to better be met



3 Phases

Phase 3: Ending
Support couple taking over
Seeing other as resource, not the one who wounds on one hand or redeemer
Leading process of repair
Forgiveness
Relationship built on acknowledging differences and shared vision





3 Phases

Phase 1: Beginning
Meet couples and assess their differentiation
Learn fears
Learn hopes, goals
Offer possibilities

Common language: resentment/blame/judgement/hopelessness

Focus on polarities including: hopeful vs. hopeless



3 Phases

Phase 1: Beginning
Origins of Intimacy from Inside Out Therapy
Get to know couple and introduce the model



When our partner says or does something 
that is reminiscent of past painful experiences,
the protective response is often:
1) Lighting quick and 2) powerful. 



U=turn Intro

Who’s to blame?



Radical U-Turn-

looking inward first then 
moving forward from there.

Schwartz, R. (2008) IFS 



Debra and Clay

Stressful day, demanding job and children, feeling unappreciated,
he forgot to take out garbage…. again...

Protector got angry, then flooding, outburst. Clay was shocked and hurt
as well. Evening mood and atmosphere turned from pleasant family time
to thick tension and distress. 



Introducing Parts Language:

”There’s a part of you that feels discouraged about the relationship…”



Questions that help clients feel heard and also establish grounding

1. What brings you here?
2. How did you meet?
3. What happened then, that made things feel difficult?
4. What happens during conflict?
5. When you feel that way, what happens inside, what do you think or do?
6. What do you each hope will happen here?
7. Have you done couples work before?
8. What was and was not helpful then?
9. What is it like for you to be here today/right now?
10.Do you have questions about my process?
11.Do you have concerns about being here?
12.Personal background and challenges: mental, substance, 
parenting, past therapy, apology & forgiveness, culture, betrayal.



How do you fight?

Are you each aware of the behavior 
that hurts your partner the most?

How do you apologize?





Self-Exercise

What’s your pet-peeve in relationship
Discover part at play
Connect with it
What is its origin story
Release
Commit to communicate



Family of Origin

What did you learn about conflict from your early caregivers?

What pattern of apology?

What do you think and feel that couples need?



Phase 1 Summary:

A) Get to know couple
B) Introduce model
C) Agree on goals
D) Offer hope



3 Phases

Phase 2: Flow and Eddies of the Middle
Track cycles
Courageous Communication
Individual work
Countertransference
Negotiating Needs
You, Me and We, conflict resolution
Shame
Experiential Work
Difficult Cases















When you talk, and observe, it will inevitably come up in the room.

“Sounds like your dilemma is coming up right here in the room, right now….”

Wouldn’t it be great if someone could wave a wand and change Sam?

Focus on the protectors first. Staying with the exiles early on is sure way to fail.
The person you are speaking with may become more defensive and the other
partner may feel ignored. 

What if, despite his or her response, you can remain connected inside
and then choose your responses. 

Track interactions and patterns, don’t get stuck in content









Phase 2 Summary:

A) Challenge protectors kindly and firmly
B) Track circular nature of conflict
C) Invite protectors to unblend – try something new!
D) Explore relational shame and U-turn explorations
E) Betrayals

Utilizing 1) couples pull to reconnect 2) emotional eddies, 
showing where the block is.

Largest part of the therapy is here.



3 Phases

Phase 3: Ending
Support couple taking over
Seeing other as resource, not the one who wounds on one hand or redeemer
Leading process of repair
Forgiveness
Relationship built on acknowledging differences and shared vision

Repairing
Path Forward





Personal memories

Couplehood memories

The overlap

The process

Moving forward









In-sight is client communicating with part
Direct access is therapist speaking directly to

In couples work, at the onset, direct access is much more prevalent.

Explicit (to part) vs implicit (usually when resisting, typical therapy mode) access 



Therapist must show that we hear your fear. Ask do you have 
Anything more to say? 



Unburdening takes place when protectors feel safe and well connected
To self. 

In couples work, we are doing relational unburdening. 



Phase 3 Summary:

A) Repair
B) Forgiveness
C) Reconciliation
D) The Future!

Trust, compassion, skills/roadmap & connection.
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